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JENNIFER IRVINE RGI

Jennifer Irvine was elected RGI (Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts) 
in 2015, a sign of her growing reputation as an accomplished artist.

Irvine studied painting at Glasgow School of Art (GSA) from 1974 to 1978 
and in 1990 she took the decision to become a full time artist. 

Irvine typically produces stunning Mediterranean townscape/cityscape 
studies. She spends a lot of time in the South of France, where she finds 
beauty in the random architecture of French buildings and streets. She is 
fascinated by the high Mediterranean light and both the bright, almost 
white properties and the contrasting shadows that are created in the 
shaded areas. She likes to highlight small details in her street and 
restaurant scenes that many artists would otherwise miss or ignore. This 
attention to detail is what makes her compositions so multi-layered and 
interesting, as the flaws add character and reinforce a realistic rather 
contrived or clichéd view.  

Irvine can even make an otherwise boring long length of wall look 
stunning. It is her ability to find beauty in natural and random 
architectural features, whether it is tiles, a door, windows, window 
shutters, a balcony or even the cables that deliver the power or 
telecommunications. These are the ‘life’ elements that are an almost 
planning afterthought but are present (as with reality) if you care to look. 
She also cleverly accessorises her compositions with the minor elements 
that she observes, such as plant pots, plants, flowers, shop or restaurant 
signage or street tables, parasols or seats. 

The effect that she achieves is visually theatrical, entertaining and highly 
stimulating for the viewer. 

Irvine’s artistic signature or style is instantly recognisable and her 
compositions are attractive and are powerfully compelling. Not hard to 
understand why her peers have elected her an RGI!



Lavender Field, Provence
Oil on Canvas, 8” x 8”

Street Shade, Chateau Double, Provence, Oil on Canvas, 18” x 22”

Lavender Farm, Provence
Oil on Canvas, 8” x 8”



Street in Callas, Provence, Oil on Canvas, 18” x 22”

Reflections, Marais Poitevin, France
Oil on Canvas, 30” x 30”

Brasserie, Villefranche, Oil on Canvas, 10” x 10”



ALISON McWHIRTER
Modern Impressionism and Abstraction

Alison McWhirter was born in 1975.

The daughter of academic parents, Alison took an art foundation course at he Cumbria College of Art 
and Design (1994-1995). She was then accepted at Bath Spa University (formerly the Bath Academy 
of Art), where she studied Fine Art and Painting (BA 1995-1998) and thereafter a Masters (MFA 
1998-2000). The course and teaching were highly conceptual and it was frowned upon for students 
to use paint. McWhirter however, cites three principles that were successfully instilled by the course –
her creativity, the love of looking at and critiquing art and the nourishment that art introduces to your 
life.
Despite the teaching directives, McWhirter used her time and space at art school to learn how to 
apply paint. A significant influence that she did embrace at art school, was a critical awareness of the 
St Ives School of artists (heavily influential in the 1950’s and 1960’s), who had a shared interest in 
abstraction, including Sir Terry Frost, Ben Nicholson, Dame Barbara Hepworth and the St Ives School 
linked artist Adrian Heath.

For this show, McWhirter is exhibiting two styles of her painting - her wonderful ‘pared-down’ 
modern-palette, still life studies together with a series of delightful abstracts.
She is a truly beautiful painter. She has the advantage of training outside Scotland with a wider range 
of modern influences that inform her techniques and style. She paints with a refreshing simplicity and 
clarity. She has developed a great eye and her choice of palette reflects a desire to express a purity 
in a modern way. Over the years, she has sought to loosen her marking and painting technique, 
offering a deliberately clumsy suggestion of a vase or cup to complement her brightly coloured 
subject - flowers.
The impact she achieves in her compositions is powerful – you are drawn to the study without 
necessarily understanding the mystery of why it compels you or you are drawn to it.

McWhirter has also included some of her latest abstract paintings. A controversial area, because few 
people/art collectors understand abstraction. Her abstracts are more instinctive studies which may 
have been inspired by a particular experience, memories, childhood thoughts, poetry or a passage of 
music. Abstracts are there to be enjoyed and not to be made sense of. They lead and offer a sense of 
rhythm and direct gesture that is designed to stimulate deeper thoughts and emotions rather than 
more shallow photographic perceptions.

When questioned about what artists do for society, McWhirter interestingly reflects and responds –
we have a responsibility to make you stop (and pause) and think. 
She achieves that with this body of work – her paintings will make you stop to admire and/or to make 
you think! 



Deep Pink Peonies, Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Good Fridays Tulips, Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Tulips Against Turquoise, Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm



Flaming June Peonies
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

African Violet and Lemon
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Anemones in the Blue Jug
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Pinks Against Lavender Blue
Oil on Canvas, 61cm x 61cm

White Star Orchid
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Scarlet Pink Peonies
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm



Seabreeze, Squall and Rosabund, Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 50cm

Woodland Walk
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm

Into a Good Dream
Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 50cm



Material World, Oil on Canvas, 100cm x 100cm

Through the Lilies to Huntly
Oil on Canvas, 100cm x 100cm

Sunsets and Flamingos
Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 40cm
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Orchid and Peonies
Oil on Board, 24” x 24”

Midsummer Sunflowers, Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 50cm Cerise Cyclamen, Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 50cm


